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In present era of information technology, due to increase in number of electronic and IoT devices and satellite 

and other communication devices a new form of pollution has taken form namely electromagnetic interference 

[1]. It compromises the functionality and lifetime of electronic devices and cause serious harm on humans and 

other animals if they are severely exposed. Therefore, there is a need for mitigating this, where EMI shielding 

comes into effect.  Electromagnetic interference shielding is achieved mainly using radar absorbing materials. 

They can be films, paints, or cloaking materials. the efficiency of this material is measured by shielding 

effectiveness (SE). The higher the SE, higher is the EM wave shielding capability. 

SE = SE absorption + SE reflection + SE transmission       (1) 

 The contribution to SE by transmission is minute, so mainly it is due to absorption and reflection. In the case of 

EMI shielding in military applications and places where secondary reflections are not needed, absorption plays a 

major role. This is achieved by increasing multiple reflections, impedance matching, electron hopping and 

conductive networks, heat loss, permeability, etc. inside the shielding material. 

 

       SE abs = 8.86t√
𝜎𝑇𝜔𝜇𝑟

2
    (2) 

where t represents thickness, 𝜎𝑇, is total conductivity,  𝜇𝑟 is relative permeability and 𝜔 the angular frequency 

of the absorber. 

Nano Carbon based polymer composites have been used extensively in literature for EM wave absorption 

because of its flexibility, strength, availability, etc. but because of less control over operational bandwidth, 

homogeneity of inclusions, production cost, ruggedness, and lack of electronic bandgap, now researchers have 

turned to transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDC) [2]. TMDC’s are semiconductors of the type MX2 where M 

is either Mo or W and X is a chalcogen atom (S, Se, Te). They have atomic scale thickness, strong spin orbit 

coupling and are direct bandgap materials. MoS2 is the most studied material because of its robustness, 

lightweight and its ability to form 2D nanosheets [3]. By adding small weight percentage of other elements like 

magnetic or of dielectric nature one can improve the SE property of the whole composite. Since MoS2 can be 

made into liquid layers or paints by choosing suitable binders we can use it for covering surfaces for shielding or 

can be applied as paint. In this way the specimen is shielded and not much weight is added to the specimen 

which is important for military aircrafts and drones. Also, it has the added advantage of wide absorption 

bandwidth in X and Ku band, polarization, and incidence angle independence. This work presents paint 

materials composed of hydrothermally synthesized nanocomposites, MoS2 doped with iron (MFe) and zinc 

(MZn), using a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) polymer binder.  

 
Figure 1. EM absorbance (%) of MoS2 based nanocomposites over 8 to 20 GHz. 

Figure 1 shows the EM absorption percentage obtained for the MFe and MZn in PVA composites, respectively, 

over the frequency range of 8 to 20 GHz. MFe has average electromagnetic absorbance of 89.2 % and MZn of 

86.5%.  MFe has the highest absorbance of 95% and MZn of 93.4%. These materials show promising EM 

shielding effectiveness and can be tuned by varying the concentration loading in binder.  
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